The recently obtained complete solution of the simultaneous diagonalization of matrices H A and H in the hydrodynamic diffusion equation has basically changed the diagonal values v p of the symmetric matrix H of hydrodynamic interaction between all the beads of the elastic random coil model of the isolated macromolecule in solution. Since these values enter explicitly the expressions for the intrinsic stress and refractive index tensor in an alternating flow field if based on the concept of internal viscosity of the model one had to recalculate all values obtained formerly by using the then generally accepted erroneous set of v p data. The new v p equal unity independent ofp while the old values were larger than 1 for small/? and smaller for large/). Hence their too large contributions in the former range are partially compensated by their too small contributions in the latter region. As a consequence in the whole range investigated, between 3 and 300 chain links, the differences in rheological and rheooptical effects are relatively small, up to a factor of 2, although at higher link number the differences tend to grow with the logarithm of this number.
Introduction
The correct simultaneous diagonalization [I] 1 of H A and H matrices in Zimm's hydrodynamic equation [2] for the ideally flexible necklace model of randomly coiled isolated linear macromolecule in laminar flow makes possible a more adequate calculation of intrinsic stress tensor in all those cases where the coil is not yet noticeably deformed by the flow. Such a zero gradient case includes the frequency dependence of viscosity [2] , shear modulus, shear birefringence, normal stress difference, and acoustic birefringence but not the gradient dependence of these effects.
The main change introduced by the new solution as compared with the older incomplete solutions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] is not in the eigenvalues k p of H A Q" 1 HAQ =
which were already calculated correctly in recent papers [6] [7] [8] and even tabulated forZ between 1 and 15 and h* = 
and Q 1 its transpose. Equation 3 completely differs from the original estimate [3] that in first approximation the diagonal elements of the matrix M equal the eigenvalues \ P R of the Rouse model with vanishing hydrodynamic interaction, i.e. and hence 1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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For h* =
The subscripts Z and R refer to Zimm and Rouse [9] model, respectively. Such an estimate was based [3] on the supposition that the transformation matrix Q changes so little by the introduction of hydrodynamic interaction that M remains practically the same as in the free draining case, i.e. M = A R .
The diagonal elements v p iorZ =100 and/i* = 0 (Rouse), .1, .2, .3, and .4 (Zimm) are plotted in figure 1 and the eigenvalues k p collected in table 1. The old values of v p l) = PZ/^PR are connected with a broken line. They are partially situated below and partially above v p = 1. This reduces the differences between the old and new values in quantities dependent on v p . They show up in the excess stress tensor as soon as internal viscosity, defined by the frictional parameter <£>, is explicitly considered. The very large old values v p for small p do not matter very much because in all formulae they are multiplied by very small values <p p = p<p/Z. Since the differences between old and new v p increase with /i*, in that which follows, the comparison of calculated effects will be mainly done for h* = .4, i.e., for a very large hydrodynamic interaction. The differences are smaller for smaller h* and of course disappear for the free draining coil with h* = 0 wherê
The new values fi p and v p do not enter the conventional expressions for the intrinsic stress or birefringence tensor of perfectly flexible necklace model so that no changes occur in these quantities. The situation is completely different if one considers the effects of internal viscosity which depend on v p [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . They will be most conspicuous in the values of viscosity corresponding to high frequency flow field and in the phase angle between the stress and strain rate or between the birefringence and strain rate.
The interaction tensor H depends on the inverse intrabead distances l/r^ which makes the hydrodynamic diffusion equation intrinsically non-linear. By replacing l/r^ with its average value (l/rjfc) the tensor H becomes a constant which makes the diffusion equation linear and hence allows the introduction of normal coordinates according to eqs (1) to (4) . Such a procedure eliminates the possibility of any realistic consideration of the gradient dependence of any rheological or rheooptical effect because it does not take into account the change of shape of the random coil in flow which expands the molecule and hence increases the interbead distances r^. Note also that by preaveraging over all angles between the velocity and the interbead vector the formulation of H as function of l/r^ completely evades the consideration of anisotropy of hydrodynamic interaction which by itself yields a gradient dependence of intrinsic viscosity [27] large enough for explaining experimental data.
The general toleration of such a profound modification of hydrodynamic interaction by the replacement of l/r^ with its average (l/r^) makes hard to understand the almost general objections to the introduction of internal viscosity as a resistance of the necklace model against the deformational component of the normal eigenmodes [28] [29] [30] . If one accepts the rather questionable linearization of the hydrodynamic diffusion equation one has to accept also the next step, i.e., the concept of internal viscosity based on this linearity and its introduction in such a manner that the mathematical treatment remains as simple as possible.
In that which follows the results of the new theory will be compared with those of the old one for h* = .4 and Z = 100 in the whole frequency range and the dependence of the limiting values for (t) = °° on Z in the range between Z = 3 and 300 and on h* in the range between .1 and .4. In all cases the ratio between the internal viscosity coefficient <p and the frictional coefficient of the bead f = 67raf{r) s will be assumed constant, <p/f = 2. Here rj s is viscosity of the solvent. The subscript s applies to the properties of the solvent. The corresponding non-subscripted quantities relate to solution.
Internal Viscosity
The concept of internal viscosity was introduced in order to express the inability of the randomly coiled polymer molecule to change rapidly its shape [31, 32, 10, 11] . Such changes occur during the rotation of the macromolecule in a flow with a rotational component, e.g., the laminar flow with transverse gradient, when the individual segments are alternatively passing from the direction of compression to the direction of extension and vice versa. The directions of maximum compression and extension of the volume element are in the flow plane perpendicular to each other. The rapidity of change is given by the transverse gradient which equals twice the angular velocity of the ideally flexible coil which rotates with the volume element. The other case is the oscillating flow field where the oscillation frequency determines the rapidity of change from compression to extension and vice versa.
In the limiting cases of zero gradient and zero frequency the deformation inability of the macromolecule does not play any role. All the changes occur so slowly that the effects are identical for completely rigid and ideally flexible coils if only their conformational distributions agree with each other. With increasing gradient and/or frequency, however, the time effects are playing a gradually increasing role. They are maximum in the second Newtonian regime corresponding to y -> °° or (0 -> °°.
The rigidity of the macromolecule can be assigned to different properties of the chain. It can be caused by the energy barrier separating the gauche and trans conformations which makes any conformational change more time consuming than in the case of perfectly soft model [10] . Since the height of the energy barrier is independent of the viscosity of the solvent its relative effect as measured by the ratio of internal frictional resistance <p caused by the barrier and the frictional resistance / of the segment decreases with the viscosity of the solvent. The macromolecule acts as very rigid in a low viscosity liquid, e.g., acetone with V) s = .322cPoise = 32.2 mNs/m 3 , and as very flexible in a high viscosity solvent, e.g., Aroclor with 7) s up to 100 Poise (= 1 kNs/m 3 ) and higher.
Another cause of slow molecular response to the rapidly changing flow field resides with the conformational restraints of the chain which permit only an interchange of gauche and trans conformations [20, 23, 24] . With almost rigid length of valency bonds this means that most changes of length and position of any chain segment require a much larger segment displacement than formulated in the ideally flexible necklace model which does not consider any inherent limitation of bead motion. Generally an axial displacement of the segment requires also some lateral displacement and vice versa. As a consequence the resistance of beads to position change is larger than assumed on the basis of hydrodynamic radius a^.
The ratio of the so obtained coefficient <p to/ is independent of solvent viscosity because <p and/are both proportional to 7] s . Their ratio just measures the ratio of true displacement to the minimum displacement explicitely considered in the diffusion equation. It seems to be close to 2 for vinyl polymers
The effect of internal viscosity is formulated in the system of normal modes [10] . For the pth normal mode of deformation one has a resistance coefficient <pp/Z. Such a choice is reasonable for both origins of internal viscosity as just discussed. In the first case one can argue that the changes to comply with any deformational mode are linearly increasing with the number of chain atoms between subsequent nodes, i.e., with Zip, because a conformational change takes place with equal probability at any of these chain atoms. This makes the resistance increase with p/Z. In the second case the displacement at lower modes can be achieved in many ways so that the actual lengthening of displacement path is much less noticeable than at higher modes where the conformational restrictions are soon becoming of overwhelming importance.
One may argue that the whole concept of internal viscosity can be discarded because it is not based on some strictly fundamental analysis of chain dynamics. It was indeed introduced in a rather pragmatic manner which also permitted an easy mathematical treatment [10] . But it turns out that all more detailed treatments of Brownian motion of beads or of correlation between the motion of two or more beads [33] [34] [35] lead to some, often hidden, statement of molecular rigidity which is needed for the results of such a study to reproduce the characteristic rheological features of polymer systems, e.g., the non-vanishing limiting intrinsic viscosity at very high frequency [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . Such a state of affair seems more to support than to refute the concept of internal viscosity in spite of its more pragmatic than fundamental way of introduction. 
The Distribution Function of the Beads
Here D o = kT/f is the translational diffusion coefficient of the bead. By introduction of normal coordinates, eq (4), one transforms eq (7) into a system of Z + 1 partial differential equations
each depending only on the coordinates of thepth eigenmode. Note that v p in normal coordinates has the dimension s~1. The distribution function of the coil is the product of all i// p i//(u, *) = *l*i(uh t) -" ty z (uz, t).
The functions ijj p depend on the kind of flow field v. The Oth mode does not show up in i// because it represents a uniform translation of the whole necklace which does not affect i//.
The 
If one introduces this force in the pth diffusion equation (eq (8)) one obtains after some rearrangements
The distribution function i// p depends on the kind of flow and on the angular velocity vertor ft. for relatively soft molecules which rotate in phase with the volume element. This is the case with practically all conventional macromolecules if the degree of polymerization is so high that a truly random coil is formed. Very short chains, chains with a great many double bonds, ladder type and multiple strand molecules, however, are more rigid and tend to rotate with a non-uniform angular velocity which depends on orientation of the molecule. It is different from that of he volume element. Assymptotically, at very high rigidity and fully extended shape of the macromolecule, it approaches that of rigid bodies, e.g., rods or ellipsoides. In that which follows only the case of practically undeformed relatively soft coils with ft = -y/2 will be considered.
In the steady state flow with transverse gradient the pth eigenmode distribution function of the soft necklace reads exp {(1 ft 2 -
The index p runs from 1 to Z. The value 0 is excluded. Without internal viscosity, (f p = 0, one has fB r p = j8 p and one obtains the conventional distribution function. Note that eq (13) and the distribution function eq (6.1) in Ref. [1] refer to different flow fields: y(j,o,o) in the former and y(z,o,o) in the latter case. Equation (13) explicitely contains the diagonal terms p and v p . In the averages (dyadic formulation)
P=l which appear in the intrinsic stress and optical tensor the coefficients \x p drop completely because the averages (upU p ) are proportional to 1//JL P . The coefficients v p , however, remain in j3' p as long as <p 4" 0. As already mentioned they are equal to unity (new theory) while formerly they were approximated by (\ Z /\R)P = k p (h*)/kp(h* = 0) + 1 (old theory).
In the oscillating flow field the gradient is a function of time
The amplitude y$ is so small that the molecule remains practically undeformed so that the zero gradient eigenvalues k p and diagonal elements v p , calculated for the coil at rest, are applicable.
The Intrinsic Stress Tensor
In dyadic formulation the intrinsic stress tensor reads
Here N is Avogadro number, M is molecular weight, and F is the vector of forces exerted by the beads of the necklace model on the flowing liquid. One has in the space of normal coordinates The type of laminar flow shows up in v and ft. The bilinear coordinate averages in eq (16) can be derived from the diffusion equation, eq (11), by multiplication by £ p 2 , ' ' an d integration over the whole space.
Flow With Transverse Gradient
In the case of laminar flow with transverse gradient v -f y(y,o,o), one obtains the set of linear differential equations
The steady state solutions which apply after the complete decay of transient phenomena read
The averages are cut off beyond the lowest power y which is A rather similar but not identical expression applies to needed later in zero gradient expressions for intrinsic viscosity, normal stress difference and birefringence. These averages have to be inserted in the expression for the intrinsic stress tensor. The meaning of the symbols in eqs (17) to (21) is as follows:
in = 2 «VT; -T P )/(i + ^2T; .4 300 
FIGURE 4. Second Newtonian intrinsic viscosity [r)] x as function of number of links Z and hydrodynamic interaction h as parameter for <pli = 2.
New (full line) and old (broken line) theory.
The sums III and IV go to zero for vanishing internal viscosity <p ->• 0. In this limiting case the intrinsic viscosity and streaming birefringence are proportional to each other. Here R is the gas constant, K is the rheooptical coefficient, n is refractive index, 8 is the phase angle between the flow gradient and viscosity or birefringence, a x and a 2 are the optical polarizabilities of the link in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the link respectively.
Both definitions of intrinsic viscosity and birefringence in eqs (20) and (21) tend to make the intrinsic values as much as possible independent of the specific properties of the solvent, i.e., of 17 S and n s which influence the orientational forces, rigidity and optical anistropy of the dissolved macromolecule [52] .
It is important to note that as a consequence of the new terms III and IV, i.e., (r) p 2 ), caused by the introduction of internal viscosity the expressions for intrinsic viscosity and streaming birefringence, eq. (20) and (21), respectively, are not proportional to each other. Hence the rheooptical law does not apply to such a model. In particular [AAI] ^ cannot be written as
The proportionality, however, still holds in the first Newtonian region, o> -> 0, where all the terms but I/(x) go to zero. This means that the intrinsic viscosity [rj] and the Maxwell constant [An] and hence the stress and the optical tensor are proportional to each other for y -> 0 and a) -» 0. This is the case in most applications of flow stress mapping by means of streaming birefringence of dilute polymer solutions.
With increasing frequency and finite internal viscosity, [Ara]^ goes to zero while [TJ]^ tends to finite value. The rheooptical law breaks down completely. In this second Newtonian range the intrinsic viscosity is independent of frequency. One derives from eq (20) The limiting values [ ; cy (24) +f/v P <p P (23) are plotted in figure 5 . The difference between the old and new theory is relatively small forZ =100 but would be larger forZ = 300.
The consequence of the non-vanishing second Newtonian viscosity, [i7]oo =£ 0, is the linear increase of [G] f with O)T 1 in the assymptotic high frequency region. Such a behavior is in perfect agreement with experimental data on polystyrene in highly viscous Aroclor [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . These data together with the zero gradient intrinsic orientation data of streaming birefringence of polystyrene in solvents of increasing viscosity [53] constitute the main support of the theory. while the second normal stress difference vanishes in all isolated necklace models with ideal elastic links independent of internal viscosity. In applying eq (25) one must not forget that the phase angle 81 of A* is dependent only on the factor of exp (2icot) and that the angle 8 2 only reduces the constant vertical displacement to B cos 8 2 but does not yield any phase shift. The term 1 in the parenthesis, i.e., B*, keeps the first normal stress difference positive during the whole period up to very high frequencies. The oscillation is taking place with twice the frequency of the flow field. All these effects are very much the same as in the case of no internal viscosity. The difference is mainly in the replacement of r p by r' p and the term proportional to r 
Flow With Longitudinal Gradient
In jet flow, v = y(~xl2, -y/2,z) the intrinsic stress tensor kn] 
Under consideration of the symmetry of flow field one obtains
These averages still contain the transient which, in the general case, cannot be easily separated from the stationary solution reached after the transient has tapered off ( fig. 7) . The separation can be performed if yoT p /(OT f p is so small that one can replace the exponential function by its linear expansion. In such a case one obtains for the stationary solution
The intrinsic Trouton viscosity turns out to be 
The additional term 2J ( T P ~ T P)/3 is independent of (O and hence represents the Trouton viscosity in the second Newtonian range where 1/(0 and II/o) disappear. As in the case of conventional intrinsic viscosity, eq (20) , the finite value at (x) -> °° is a consequence of internal viscosity, i.e., of partial coil rigidity. The frequency dependence of [rj]^ and phase angle 8i v are plotted in figure 8 for Z = 100, h* = .4, and <p/f=2.
The intrinsic birefringence reads (33) which for small amplitude reduces to ,_. _, * 3KRT v^ ,,, . .
This expression differs from the streaming birefringence in an oscillating flow field eq (21), only in the factor 3. The nonproportionality between viscosity and birefringence is again the consequency of the additional internal viscosity term in eq (33). Acoustic birefringence is in many respects closely related to birefringence in an oscillating jet flow. The main difference is the absence of lateral contraction as represented by -y%l2 and -yy/2. In contrast to jet flow with constant specific volume (incompressible liquid) the volume element subjected to an acoustic wave is periodically compressed and expanded. That means a constant (£/) yielding in eq (34) 
Here ZQ is the location of the center of hydrodynamic resistance of the macromolecule, B is amplitude, l ac is intensity and c ac is propagation velocity of acoustic wave, and p is the density of solution. The frequency dependence of acoustic birefringence and phase angle is exactly the same as in the case of oscillating jet flow.
The difference between acoustic birefringence according to the correct new and the incorrect old values v p can be seen in figure 3 where [An] ac is plotted versus (x)T l forZ = 100, h* = .4 and (p/f = 2. The phase angle 8 ac is identical with 8 n and
Conclusions
The paper presents the calculation of most of the intrinsic rheological and rheooptical effects of linear homopolymers in an oscillating flow field which may be explored experimentally. In the case of rheooptical effects only the intrinsic birefringence of the polymer is included. The form-birefringence is completely neglected. The same applies to the influence of large side groups which may effect independently the optical anisotropy of the segment and its frequency dependence.
The introduction of the appropriate v p = 1 values instead of the old values v p = \ P ZI^PR does not change drastically the effects depending on internal viscosity. As a rule the ratio between the new and old values of intrinsic viscosity, birefringence, and first normal stress difference is less than 2, at least in the range ofZ between 3 and 300. With higher Z the differences increase as a linear function of log Z.
As already mentioned, the smallness of the difference is a consequence of the peculiar dependence of old v pil) on p: much larger than 1 at small/? and smaller than 1 at high p. Hence the larger contributions in the former part of the sums are partially compensated by the smaller contributions in the latter part.
The most important changes occur in the second Newtonian intrinsic viscosity which is the most conspicuous consequence of internal viscosity. Here the dependence of [TJJOO on Z is much less according to the new theory than it was in the case of the old theory.
No calculation of the gradient effects was attempted because one knows that in a flow with a finite velocity gradient the randomly coiled macromolecule is deformed with a consequent change of all interbead distances. This yields a change of interaction tensor H which leads to a modification of all eigenvalues k p . The rest values \ p used in this paper are only applicable to effects where an extrapolation to zero gradient is straightforward. This is the case with dynamic effects where one uses very small gradients and concentrates on the frequency dependence of the effects measured. The situation, however, is basically different in the non-linear range of gradient dependence of excess stress and optical tensor.
